Introduction
Herbicides make major contributions to global food production by easily removing weeds. SU herbicides are regarded as one of the major herbicides to global food production because of their eco-friendly advantages in extremely low toxicity towards mammals, ultra-low dosage application and high selectivity (Park et al., 2014) . While herbicides have the beneficial point, persistent application of herbicides to weeds in many areas over the world can result in the rapid evolution of herbicide resistance (Choe et al., 2015) . If mutations occur in a herbicide target enzyme, the structure and function of the target enzyme change to form weak enzyme-herbicide binding (Mulwa et al., 2006) . In many weed species, herbicide resistance to several herbicides have developed and become great challenge to agriculture in the world (Price and Watkins, 2003) . Investigation for herbicide resistance and developing new herbicides are necessary for sustainable weed control.
To provide a rational molecular basis for understanding herbicide-resistant mutations, the crystal structure of the catalytic subunit of Arabidopsis thaliana L. AHAS in complex with chlorimuron ethyl (CIE), four other SU herbicides and imazaquin (IQ), was elucidated (McCourt et al., 2006) . Although the crystal structures give an understanding of the molecular structure and function, especially in wild-type AHAS-herbicide interactions, they are insufficient to elucidate the interaction mechanism in the mutated states. Therefore, various herbicide-resistant AHAS mutations are still speculative (Duggleby et al., 2008) .
In this work, using molecular modeling techniques and molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of the wild type and three mutants (197Ser, 197Thr and 197Ala) (Mccammon et al., 1997; Scott, 1998) , we investigated the conformational and dynamical interactions between mutant AHAS and herbicide. The herbicide-resistance mechanism of resistant mutants was characterized at molecular level and used for designing and evaluating new herbicides specific the resistant mutants.
Materials and Methods
The sequences of three mutated AHAS were obtained from K. scoparia and R. raphanistrum. X-ray structure of AHAS, 1YBH (PDB ID), was selected as a template structure for building the mutants, Ser, Thr and Ala at the point 197 Pro (called 197Ser, 197Thr and 197Ala, respectively) . Conformational analysis of the wild and mutated AHASs was performed with the Discovery Studio 3.5 (Accelrys Inc., San Diego). The MD simulations and trajectory analysis were carried out with GROMACS 4.5.5. The topology file of SU (CIE) and two cofactors [FAD (flavin adenine dinucleotide) and ThDP (thiamine diphosphate)] consistent with GROMOS 96 force field was generated by the public access PRODRG online server.
All simulations were run under periodic boundary conditions with NPT (constant number, constant pressure and constant temperature) ensemble and V-rescale thermostat. All the post-dynamic analyses of the trajectories were carried out using the auxiliary analysis package available in the GROMACS, and Discovery Studio 3.5.
For designing new herbicides, the CIE structure was obtained by using the CIE template structure of 1YBH structure. The benzoate region of template structure was focused to redesign using ReCore of Leadit.
The designed herbicides were evaluated by molecular docking using FlexX. The wild and mutated AHASs were used as initial receptor structure and the designed herbicides as ligand with ThDP and FAD as cofactor and Mg 2+ as metal ion.
Result

Conformational characteristics of CIE bindings
Conformation of AHAS was used for molecular dynamics with /without CIE as shown in Fig. 1 . CIE RMSD against Xray crystallographic conformation of CIE in the binding pockets was also calculated for wild type and the three mutants models.
The relation between RMSD and radius of gyration (Rg) of CIE was plotted as shown in Fig. 2 . The distribution for the wild type was accumulated as a single domain ( Fig. 2A) , but that for the mutated types were scattered forming two domains corresponding to the two possible CIE binding conformations (Fig. 2B-D) .
The additional clusters for the mutants were located at a higher RMSD and Rg compared with the cluster for the wild type. This indicated that the binding interactions between CIE and the mutated AHASs decreased. The additional CIEs binding conformation in the three mutated systems would be destabilized at the active site, assuming that the herbicide would be separated from the active site. 197Ala mutant AHAS was the most changed among the three mutants. In contrast, the single-domain distribution of the wild-type system indicated that the binding formation of CIE formed stable complementary interaction bindings with its enzyme. Thus, the single point mutants with 197Pro substituted by 197Thr, 197Ala or 197Ser induced significant conformational changes in the pyruvate-binding pocket of AHAS.
Herbicide design
In AHAS mutants of herbicide-resistant weeds, the binding affinity of enzyme and herbicide was weakening due to the structural changes of herbicide binding resulted from mutation (Price et al., 2003) . Therefore, herbicides were designed by changing the benzoate ring of SU, to make complementary binding between herbicide and altered entrance of active site channel. Using CIE template structure obtained from X-ray crystal structure 1YBH, the benzoate region of template structure was substituted using program ReCore of Leadit. In this case, the bond between sulfonyl atom of SU bridge and the neighbor carbon atom of benzoate ring was pointed as cutting bond. We could obtained ~ 505 possible models. 505 of new SU herbicides were designed and named as SU_1, SU_2, SU_3, ···, SU_505 by substituting of benzoate ring of CIE. All possible models were screened by using FlexX molecular docking. Top 10 herbicides in docking score in every mutant were compared (Table 1) . SU_420, SU_421, SU_422, SU_423, SU_425, SU_475, SU_443, SU_445 and SU_475 belonged commonly to top 10 herbicides in both 197Ser and 197Ala.
The molecular docking results of SU_443 with top score in 197Ser and 197Ala are shown in Fig. 3 A-B . As can be seen, SU_443 had similar conformations in two mutants. The herbicide docked to 197Ser made complementary binding with enzyme forming many hydrogen-bonds with active residues.
Summary
Three mutated AHAS at the residue 197Pro with 197Ser, 197Ala and 197Thr showed significant changes at the entrance of active site channel, the herbicide-binding region.
The herbicide resistance was illustrated by the conformational changes in terms of RMSD and Rg. These structural characteristics were used to evaluate the newly designed herbicides. We proposed 10 candidates respectively for three AHAS mutants to overcome herbicide-resistance. 
